Abstract. In this paper we determine the structure of the groupoid of normal form hypersubstitutions with respect to the variety of symmetric, idempotent, entropic groupoids, describe the monoid of all proper hypersubstitutions, and ask which identities are satisfied as hyperidentities.
Introduction
Symmetric, idempotent, and entropic groupoids are algebras of type 2 satisfying the medial, the idempotent, and the so-called symmetric identity (z • y) • y ~ x-Following the paper [Ros; 87] we will denote them as SIEgroupoids, i.e.
SIE = Mod{(χ • y) • y « χ, χ • χ & χ, (χ • y) • (u · ν) « (χ · u) • (y · υ)}.
The variety SIE is a subvariety of the variety of binary modes which is defined only by the medial and the idempotent law. For instance, the reflection of a point χ at a point y of the real line, i.e. χ * y := 2y -χ satisfies ail axioms of SIE since (x * y) * y = 2y -(2y -x) = x, χ ^ χ -2«π χ -χ j (x *y) * (u*v) = 2(2v -u) -(2y -x) = 4v -2u -2y + χ and (x * u) * (y * v) = 2(2v -y) -(2u -x) = 4u -2u -2y + x. Therefore (R; *) is a SIE-groupoid. More generally, R n together with the operation (ή,..., i n ) • (ji,..., j n ) : = (2ji -ii,..., 2j n -i n ) forms also a SIE-groupoid. For more applications of SIE-groupoids see [Joy; 82] , [Pie; 78] , ' This research was supported by grants of the National Research Council of the Kingdom of Thailand and the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and [Pie; 79] . In this paper we want to apply the theory of hypersubstitutions and hyperidentities to the variety SIE. Our aim is to consider the following problems and questions.
1. Determine the structure of a groupoid of all normal form hypersubstitutions with respect to the variety SIE. 2. Determine the monoid of all SIE)-proper hypersubstitutions. 3. Which identities in the variety SIE are satisfied as hyperidentities?
Basic concepts
A hyperidentity in a variety V is an identity which is satisfied no matter what term operations of the same arity are substituted for the operation symbols in the identity. In this paper we consider varieties of type τ = (2), i.e. we have only one binary operation symbol / in our language. Let W(X) be the set of all terms constructed from the variables of an alphabet X = {χι, x 2 , X3,...} and the binary operation symbol /. Especially, W({x, y}) is the set of all terms constructed from the variables χ, y and our operation symbol /.
A map σ : We can restrict our testing to certain "special" hypersubstitutions. To make this restriction precise we remember of two concepts, both introduced by J. Plonka in [Pio; 94] Vi e Wp0(<7i
where Id V is the set of all identities satisfied in V.
Using this proposition one can also show: if σ\ ~y 02 then <7i[s] « άι[<] is an identity in V iff <72 [s] ~ <72 [i] is an identity in V.
The relation is always an equivalence relation on Hyp and its restriction to Μ is always an equivalence relation on M. Then it follows that the variety V is M-solid iff all identities of V are closed under the application of arbitrary normal form hypersubstitutions from Μφ(ν). On the set Μφ (V) we can define a multiplication by σχ oN θ2 := Φ[σχ oh σ2]~ν and obtain a groupoid {Μφ {V)\oN\aid) with identity. In 97] 
was shown that V is M-solid iff it is Μφ (V)-solid.

It is easy to see that {M£(V);oN, AID) is a monoid if V is M-solid. The converse is not true ([Wis; 97]). Note that if P(V) is the monoid of V-proper hypersubstitutions P(V)%(V) is also a monoid and V is P(V)-solid.
Identities satisfied in the variety SIE
In this section we will give some basic properties of the variety SIE. We use the following convention: X\X2 for Χ\·Χ2, · · ·, xix2 (1) (xy)x ~ x(yx),
x(yx... y n ) « xy n y"_x... yxy 2 ... y", (5) w r (x,y)w 3 (x,y) « w_ r + 2j (x, y), (6) w_ r (x,y) « u; r+1 (y,x), (7) Wk{x, y)x « iufc +1 (y,x), (7) and (8) follow directly from (5).
•
A· The groupoid of normal form hypersubstitutions
We will determine the structure of a groupoid of normal form hypersubstitutions with respect to the variety SIE. The following lemma might be useful.
LEMMA. For all r,m
6 Ζ the identities a Wr^Xiy )(f) (w m (v,u) ,v) « w (r _i) m+ i (u,u) belong to SIE where (u,v) 6 {(x,y) ,{y,x)}.
Proof. We start with r = 0, then we have u,i;) by 3.2(6). For r = 1 we obtain
Now we prove the identity for all r > 2. We consider the case that r = 2n is even and the case that r = 2n + 1 is odd. Assume that the identity is satisfied for r. We prove that then it is also satisfied for r + 2. Indeed
Therefore, our identity is satisfied for ail τη € Ζ and for all r > 0. Now we consider negative r. Put r = -n for some η > 0. Then
This finishes the proof.
The multiplication in the groupoid of normal form hypersubstitutions gives the following results: 
= cr wr(x,y)(f]{ cr wr(x<y){f)(0'wr(x<y)[ w k-2(x, J/)]. Ι )> V) = crWr.(Xiy)(f)(awAXjy)(f)(wN{r<k_2){x,y),x),y) = < 7 wr(x,y)(f)(W(r-l)N(r,k-2) + l{y> x), J/) = w (r-l)((r-l)N(r,k-2)+l)+l{ x i
J/) and (r -1 )((r -l)JV(r, A: -2) + 1) = iV(r, jfc). Proof. We prove the formula at first for r > 0. Clearly,
w0{x,y) • wo(u,v) « xu = wo(xu,yv).
Assume, the formula is true for r -1, i.e.
wr-i(x,y)wr-i(u,v) = wr-i(xu,yv).
Consider wr(x,y) · wr(u,v). Then we have
Wr{x,y) • Wr(u,V) « (wr-l{y,x)y){wT-i(v,u)v) « (wr-i{y,x)wr-i(v,u)){yv) « wr-i(yv,xu)(yv) a wr(xu,yv)
For r < 0 we set r = -g, g > 0, and obtain
Wr(x,y)
• Wr (u,v) « w-g(x,y) • w-g(u,v) « u;s+i(y,i) • wg+1(v,u) w wg+i (yv,xu) « w-g(xu,yv) « wr (xu,yv) . m Clearly,
<7u,r(x,v)[(xz/)(m>)] = wr(wr(x,y),wr(u,v))
« wr (xuxu... xu, yvyv... yv) = lUr (wr(x,u),Wr(y,v) 
if r is even and similarly if r is odd.
• Note that Theorem 5.2 is only a particular case of the more general fact that the medial law is satisfied as a hyperidentity in any algebra of type τ = (2) in which it is satisfied as identity.
Indeed, if we consider hypersubstitutions σt(x,y) '
• {/} -> t( x ,y) and give a proof by the complexity of the definition of t(x,y) then for cx,ay we obtain on both sides of the medial law after application of σχ or of ay the variable x, respectively y and thus the trivial identities χ ss χ or y « y.
Assume now that applying atl, atl one gets identities. We consider the hypersubstitution 0f(ti\t3)· Then using the medial law several times for an algebra A of type τ = (2) which satisfies the medial law as an identity we have
« wr (x, y)wr(u, v)... wr(x, y)wr(u, v) a wr (xu, yv)wr(x, y),wr{u, v)... wr(x, y) wr{u, ν) ~ f{ti (f{t\(x,y),t2(x,y) ),f{ti (u,v),t2(u,v) h{f(h(x,u),t2(x,u) )),f (ti{y,v),t2(y,v) Proof. Let vWr(x>y), r e Ζ be an arbitrary normal form hypersubstitution with r φ 0. Then we obtain aWr{x>y)[{xy)y} = aWr(Xiy){f){wr(x,y),y) « <7wr(x,y)(f) (w-(r-i) (y,x) 
